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Abstract
Baranov V.I. Multi-Plane Photomicrography of 3-D Objects in Nuclear Emulsions: IHEP 
Preprint 94-37. -  Protvino, 1994. -  p. 5, figs. 5, refs.: 5.

A new method of photomicrographing charged particle tracks in nuclear emulsions is pro
posed. It is bas«d on summarizing the inversed (darkfield) object partial images, obtained at 
different emulsion layer depths on one negative. This method permits to get, for example, 
nuclear event stereopictures with large image field depth.

Аннотация
Баранов В.И. Многоплановое микрофотографирование трехмерных объектов в ядерных 
эмульсиях: Препринт ИФВЭ 94-37. -  Протвино, 1994. -  5 с., 5 рис, библиогр.: 5.

Предложен метод микрофотографирования следов заряженных частиц в ядерных 
эмульсиях, основанный на суммировании в одном негативе инвертированных (темнополь
ных) частичных изображений объекта, полученных на различной глубине слоя. Метод 
позволяет, в частности, получать стереоснимки ядерных событий с большой глубиной 
поля изображения.

(с) Institute for High. Energy Physics, 1994.



The nucleax emulsion method, different from other methods of experimental 
nuclear physics, e.g., bubble chambers, uses direct spatial detection of charged 
particles in the emulsion volume. Among known advantages of the emulsion 
method, there are specific features causing some difficulties in emulsion scan
ning, measurement as well as nuclear event photographing for file purposes. 
Because of a very low sharpness depth, less tha,n 0.5-1 microns for high aper
ture lenses (small aperture lenses have low resolution), one has to contineously 
change lens focusing to observe 3-D object through the entire layer thickness. 
Indeed under these conditions even usual (2-D) nucleax event photopicture be
comes a complicated task demanding the production of many photograps ob
tained at different depths. These auxiliary photographs (Fig.l), which we call 
for conveniency, "partial images” (PI), can be united into one after all, for in
stance, through assembling (’’mosaic method” ) [1]. Augmentation of the image 
field depth, when photomicrographing such objects, could permit to decrease 
the number of auxiliary PI photos or even to ha^e only one photo. The image 
field depth augmentation methods, for example, with the help of a mobile light 
slit [2], can be applied to macroobjects only. Different ways of mechanical mask
ing of the object image e.g., under projection photomicrography [3], are neither 
free from disadvantages. Photographic accumulation tests (accumulations on 
one photo) of several brightfield Pis are not a success. The image unprotected 
field during next exposures often becomes useless for PI registration because of 
sharp worsening of image contrast. More fruitful was an idea of one negative 
inversed (darkfield) PI photographing, analogous to Fig.lb.

The scheme of forming of a series of Pis (including inverted PI), which ap
pear when observing through the microscope a conventional 3-D object (Fig.2) 
is shown in Fig.3(a,b).
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A)

Fig. 1. One of partial images (PI) of 3-D ob
ject (charged particle tracks into emul
sion): a) direct image in the pass
ing light; b) inversed image (darkfield) 
in reflected light. Image field depth 
equals 1.2 microns.

Schematic design of 3-D object (3- 
prong event in emulsion): 1 -  emulsion 
layer; 2 -  microscope image field; 3 -  
3-prong event in emulsion; 4-7 -  hori
zontal sections of emulsion layer within 
view field and depth sharpness of the 
lens.
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Fig. 3. Scheme of the partial image (PI) formation for objects, shown in Fig.2: a) direct 
images (brightfield) for sections 4-7; b) inversed (darkfield) images.
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Charged particle tracks in nuclear emulsions in inverted Pis look like lin
ear luminous elements, vivid against a dark background. The latter plays an 
important role of the protective mask, surrounding particle track image and 
conserving the image field for the next exposure. The protective mask auto
matically changes with variation of the lens focus, which gives an opportunity 
to accumulate Pis on one negative at any sequence (Fig.4). For this purpose, 
one uses the microscopes with continuous observation of the object to control 
the image field depth when photographing.

4+5 4+5+6 4+5+6+7

Fig. 4. Scheme of photographic summarizing inversed Pis (as shown in Fig.3b) in one negative.

In our work we have used the known ways of image optical inversions in the 
microscope view field [4] including:

a) darkfield image in the passing light with the use of the cardioid-condensei», 
b) phase contrast; c) oblique light; d) darkfield image in the reflected light with 
application of mirror condenser lenses.

The last way, because of conveniency in working with epi-lenses. (e.g., type 
OE-40-0.65, microscope MBI-15) was successfully used in the present work. 
To reduce the exposure time an illuminator with super-high pressure mercury- 
quartz lamp of type DRSH-250 was used.

Photos, which we have got by the above mentioned method, have a good 
spatial depth, defined by a large number of accumulated Pis, and a good pre
cision of azimuthal angles (because of the absence of PI ’’mosaic” assembling). 
This is important for multipronge events analysis. All these permit to use our 
method for the solution of different technical tasks, including stereophotos with 
a large depth of the image field.

Fig.5 shows a stereopicture of nuclear interactions inside emulsion, obtained 
from successive photographing of a great number of inversed Pic (one of them 
is shown on Fig.lb) onto one negative. The object was photographed in two 
positions, differing in incline angle by approximately 3° w.r.t. the microscope 
stage. This allows one to get norriial stereoeftect with the stereoscope.
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Fig. 5. Full image (sterecpair) of 3-D object consisting of 15-18 Pis, the same as shown in 
Fig.lb. Nuclear interaction (’’ star” ) of 10 GeV proton with heavy nuclei of photoernul- 
sion. Next -  elastic collision of a fast particle with photoemulsion nuclei proton. Scale: 
horizontal side of the pictures corresponds to 0.2 mm of the original.

Stereopictures give spatial perception of a 3-D image of nuclear interactions 
and with correct positioning of the tracks in the emulsion. Particularly, photos 
give a good picture of a particle beam, directed almost vertically to the emulsion 
layer plane. The particles are seen as a group of short tracks of equal length. 
One of them was caused by nuclear interaction (’’star” ) with the emulsion nuclei.

The described method gave a possibility to accumulate up 20 Pis on one 
negative. This allows one to obtain the total image field depth (considering in
tervals between Pis) up to 60 microns. This is 40-50 times more than sharpness 
depth for high aperture lenses. Certainly, this is not a limit, however further 
increase of the number of augmentation steps of exposure becomes a problem 
because of the growth of optical density (voile) in the negative. This is also 
promoted by: a) insufficient contrast of inversed PI; b) light diffusion inside 
the emulsion increasing with layer depth; c) parasitic diffusion of light by vciles 
grains, extra tracks of particles, emulsion surface defects, etc.

Some difficulties may be overcome in the course of further development of 
the method. It is possible the apply modem methods of information treatment, 
especially TV-methods.
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